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Abstract
This article identifying the Indonesia’s 2013 curriculum policy from several types of curriculum development models such as Tyler, Taba, Wheeler, Nicholls & Nicholls, Tanner & Tanner, Stenhause, Cornbleth and Doll. By analyzing carefully the official curriculum policy the author conclude that the 2013 curriculum could be classified as a “new” type of curriculum which is more eclectic by following the idea curriculum as praxis. The eclectic mode of the curriculum could be trace from its orientation to accommodate lots of idea from various curriculum development models from Tyler to Doll. For instance 2013 curriculum still has a tendency to control the standard of the learning outcome, content and process, but in other hand this curriculum encourages to develop a more contextual curriculum design for all of the schools throughout Indonesia. The 2013 curriculum also makes a compromise between outcome/competency-based and process-based curriculum design in which sometimes make the assessment process become a little bit difficult for the teachers at schools.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the development of curriculum studies as a discipline there were lots of models of curriculum development created by many scholars. Many references describe it clearly, for instances Ornstein & Hunkins (2018), Flinders & Thornton (2004), Smith (1996, 2000) and many more, especially encounter references to curriculum studies. For the academicians who concern on curriculum studies and also curriculum developers in many areas knowing and mastering various curriculum models as well as understanding its foundations, principles and issues are necessary. Moreover, in Indonesian context after the issuance of the 2006 national curriculum in which all the schools required to have their own curriculum, so all of the teachers at schools, particularly the top management of the school, mastering the curriculum development models is a must.

Of course it was a good achievement for the Ministry of Education and Culture (MoEC) in order to encourage the awareness all of the school’s members that they have immense responsibility to develop more contextual curriculum. Furthermore, it seems that this policy was difficult for the teachers (i.e. Melati & Utanto, 2016; Siambaton et al., 2016; Subekti et al., 2016; Sutrisno et al., 2017; & Kastawi et al. 2017), because most of them do not have academic background on curriculum studies. Most of the teacher did not really understand the basic concept and how to implement properly the 2013 national curriculum orientation (i.e. Ahmad, 2014; Ekawati, 2016; Retnawati et al., 2016; Kastawi et al., 2017 & Suyanto, 2017). Whereas understanding the theoretical base of the curriculum is important for ones who want to develop a curriculum, if not they will potentially trapped only on technical terms how to develop the curriculum procedurally.

In Western tradition of curriculum studies we could find lots of scholars whose concern were on theoretical dimension of curriculum. For instances Hunkins & Hammil (1994) who reconceptualizing the curriculum process beyond Tyler and Taba, Chikumbu & Makumure (2000) and Chaudhary & Kalia (2015) comparing Tyler’s model, Wheeler’s model and Kerr’s model of curriculum development. Lunenburg (2010a, 2010b) also analyze and categorize of several curriculum models, i.e. Taba’s instructional strategies model, Weinstein and Fantini’s humanistic model, Eisner’s systemic-aesthetic model, Beauchamp’s managerial model, and Saylor, Alexander and Lewis’s administrative model. A few examples above at least could represent several scholars who concern on studying the details of the theoretical base of the curriculum, especially on various models of curriculum development.

Moreover, on certain and specific context many scholars also develop a comparative study of curriculum. At this point Pinar (2008) published a magnificent works as a collection of a numbers of studies on curriculum from 28 countries. In other case Chen, Chen, & Cheng (1996) comparing the objective model of curriculum between America and Taiwan and found some similarities on the concept and some differences in implementation. In this case, in Indonesian context, Widyastono (2014) tried to investigate the development of national curriculum of 2004, 2006 and 2013. Wahyuni (2015) also tracing the historical of the Indonesian national curriculum and conclude that all of the changes were under such political, cultural, economics, and also the development of science and technology encouragement. In accordance to Wahyuni, Subkhan (2018) investigating that ideology and political power influence the Indonesian national educational system, including its curriculum orientation.

Actually, there were lots of scholars who studied curriculum focusing on the curriculum changes in Indonesia and the problems that follow, but there was lack of literature concerning on analyzing critically the model of curriculum and the theoretical discourse behind the development of the national curriculum. There were only few scholars who have a huge interest in this topic, e.g. Hasan (2000), Gufron (2008), Alwaislah (2012), Watson (2012), Albertus (2013), Subandi (2014), Rusli (2017), Hartono et al. (2018). In an attempt to make a clear academic explanation on the differences and similarities of certain curriculum development models, the comparative study is a must. This article is a literature review article in which the author tries to identify the curriculum development model of the 2013 national curriculum.

COMPARING SEVERAL MODELS OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

In this section the author would compare several models of curriculum development from several prominent scholars, and will be ended by classified all of those models into several categories.
First, by referring to Doll (2012) the very early development of curriculum was in the form of subject-matter curriculum model. This type also well known as classical curriculum model, in which addressed the learning process on certain basic textbooks that should be mastered by the students. It means curriculum has a limited meaning only as a collection of textbooks for the student. This conception had been employed by two oldest universities in Europe since the 17th century, i.e. Leiden University and Glasgow University. Actually the character of classical curriculum still has great influence on the development of curriculum in many contexts, including in Indonesia.

Second, in the next periods, the scientific management from Frederic Taylor had influenced not only on industrial and business field, but also on education. Scientific management counted the important of measurement of everything in order to make sure its achievement or failure. One of the early scholars on curriculum studies, Tyler (1949) develops a curriculum model based on Taylor’s scientific management. In this model, the aims of the educational and learning practices had been established in the early stage of the development process in the form of measured indicators. The aims of the education and learning should be derived from the analysis of the personal’s need to be a successful person in the future and society’s need to build a democratic and humanist civilization.

Moreover, by referring to Dewey and Bobbit, Tyler agreed that curriculum is a set of experiences should be experienced by the students. The success of the model could be measured by evaluating the student learning outcome in the end of the learning process. Tyler’s model is revolutionary because it reverses the classical model from the supply-oriented toward more demand-oriented design. The rise of Tyler’s curriculum model encourages the rise of many curriculum models later.

Third, Taba (1962) by evaluating the Tyler’s model develop a curriculum model as a middle ground between the classical and Tyler’s model. She inserts some details steps on choosing and organizing the learning materials (content) before choosing and organizing the learning experiences. In this case, the classical curriculum models emphasizes and prioritizes the learning materials unlike Tyler’s model in which more emphasizes on learning experiences. Taba’s model also creates a space for the teachers to enrich the learning practices by accommodating the scattered materials around their learning context, so the students’ experiences compatible with their daily life. Furthermore, Tyler and Taba’s curriculum models were well known as a linear model, because the steps of the development were under the sequential logic of thinking. We could see this character clearly, because it is started with the formulation of the learning aims and ended with evaluation process. Of course these models of curriculum development have several criticisms, one of them targeting on the rigid character of the model in which ended up in the evaluation process.

Fourth, by criticizing Tyler and Taba’s curriculum models, Wheeler (1967) create a different style of model. He argued that curriculum development shouldn’t have starting and/or ending stages, because in facts learning practices in schools or in real live do not have clear starting or ending point. Learning activities are always spinning and correcting it continuously. The evaluation result becomes the recommendation for the reformulation of the next learning steps by improving the needs and purposes of the learning practices. In this model “process” would repeat permanently according to the continuous improvement theory. Therefore, Wheeler creates a circular/cyclical curriculum model as opposed to Tyler and Taba’s models.

Moreover, Wheeler also changes the process of the curriculum development model by putting learning experiences first before choosing and organizing the learning materials. In other words, the curriculum development should begin with determining the learning experiences, and based on these experiences the curriculum designer prepare the materials and content of learning to pursue those experiences. This model prevents to avoid the mismatch of the learning materials with the students’ daily life and need.

Fifth, in the next period Stenhouse and Kolb separately develop a model that emphasize on the learning process than the learning material and purpose. Stenhouse (1975) argue the important of the learning process to develop a curriculum, and he insists the “learning process” should be main focus in order to give a meaningful learning experience for the student and used it to develop their inner potentials. Kolb (1984, 2015) proposes the experiential learning cycle as a learning model in order to give the students concrete experiences with clear goal oriented.
Within the cycle student think critically and reflect their learning experiences and then conceptualizes it abstractly to gain a conceptual understanding.

Sixth, with the same spirit, Grundy and Cornbleth also propose a curriculum model as an alternative to classical and linier model of curriculum development. Firstly Grundy (1987) compare the concept of curriculum as product and praxis as a comparison of Tyler to Stenhouse’s model. Grundy did not used the term “process” on his model, because it is not enough to replace the Tyler’s model and its follower, so he used the term “praxis” to emphasize the important of the learning purpose and material as a part of the learning development program, but by put the “process” as the central of the model. In this case, Smith (1996, 2000) strengthen that praxis as the improvement of the “process” to ensure that learning purpose and material are still necessary as long as it is contextual in nature (see also Cornbleth, 1990).

The combination of such perspectives produce a curriculum model based on student empowerment by attracting the student to actively understand and use their daily environment wisely and responsibly. It means that Grundy-Cornbleth curriculum model become an accommodative curriculum in which friendly with the diversity of the context of the school as well as with the various values, psycho-socio-economic background of the student.

Seventh, by analyzing critically to the domination of Tyler’s curriculum model and its followers, Doll (1993, 2012) proposes a post-modern curriculum development model. He saw that Tyler’s model and its followers did not put the student as a fully human with various identities, potentials, needs and the purposes of the life. So, the student learning activities cannot be developed in a linier or cyclical way of thinking as a standardized process to all of students. Doll saw student as the subject of the learning process in which has the ability to improve him or herself. The necessary thing outside from his or herself is the stimulus to recognize his or her potentials, his or her weakness and excellence.

Post-modern curriculum model proposed by Doll (1993, 2012) is so natural, non-linier, non-sequential and chaotic all of the time of the learning process. Through natural, non-linier, non-sequential or even chaotic process the student find his or her potentials, weakness and excellence and then create his or her own curriculum. It means the learning practices should be based on discovery as well as Kolb curriculum model proposed previously. Doll’s post-modern curriculum development model emphasize on the students learning experiences that must be experienced by them in order to look at their potentials. At his point Doll proposes 4’s basic principles, i.e. richness, recursion, relation and rigor.

Eight, in 1968 Jackson proposed the term “hidden curriculum” as an important factor that encourage the some students having significant differences on changing or achieving some learning outcomes than others. It called “hidden curriculum” because the content of the materials do not appeared in the official curriculum document, but the teachers always emphasize some values, traditions, worldviews or attitudes as a part of the learning practices. The substances of the materials relates to the formation of the student worldviews, values, attitudes and characters. For Tanner & Tanner (1995) those “hidden curriculum” is more accurately referred as collateral curriculum by referring to Dewey (1938). At this point Jackson’s (1968) hidden curriculum concept inspires Tanner & Tanner curriculum model in which emphasize the formation of the student’s character in the process of the curriculum development.

Curriculum also could be classified at least into four categories, i.e. material, product, process and praxis (see Kelly, 2004). First, curriculum as a material situated the subject matter as a focus of curriculum development and textbook plays important role as a required reading and the only duty of the teacher is to deliver the content of the book to the student. In this case the book material is perceived as absolute by teacher as well as by student, it is why this category has been labeled as absolutism and classical definition of curriculum. Secondly, curriculum as product perceived the learning outcome or the product of the learning process as the focus of the curriculum development. Compare to the previous category in which the curriculum development process derived from body of knowledge into subject matter and the aims of education, in curriculum as product it would first define the aims of the education before establish the subject should be learn by the student.

Thirdly, curriculum as process posits learning process as the central of the learning development activity. The aims of education and the subject were loosely developed in the learning
process. This type of curriculum assumes that each child has a special learning need and in line with constructivism paradigm and pragmatism philosophy it is necessary to develop a contextual and personalized curriculum and learning practice (Kelly, 2004). Fourth, in fact curriculum as praxis has similar philosophical base with curriculum as process, but unlike the former type of curriculum development model in which looks like letting the learning practices run without fixed purposes, the curriculum as praxis placing the learning material and objective as an important and integrated element of the curriculum development process but with contextual emphasis.

Curriculum as praxis based on eclectic notion combines the process, contextual learning material and objective. Moreover, the student achievement was formulated flexibly by appreciating the cultural and socio-economic diversities background. According to the discussion above we could classify the Tyler, Taba, Wheeler, Nicholls and Tanner’s model emphasize their model as curriculum as product, Stenhause and Kolb based their model on the curriculum as process and Grundy, Cornbleth and Doll’s model could be categorize into curriculum as praxis. Actually, the diversity of the various curriculum development models are caused by several factors, i.e. its orientations, approaches, and educational paradigm or philosophy in which influences the ideal reason of the aim of education, the position of student and teacher, and etc. Table 1 below summarizes the explanation above.

### Indonesian National Curriculum of 2013

According to the discussion previously, it is clear that understanding and mastering the various models of curriculum development is necessary. Furthermore the author would bring the Indonesia’s 2013 national curriculum into discussion. The author argues by considering the Act No. 20 of 2003 on national education system that the basic concept of curriculum had been used by the government to design the national curriculum has accommodated several models derived from Taba (1962), Wheeler (1967), Nicholls & Nicholls (1981), Grundy-Cornbleth (1987 & 1990) and Tanner & Tanner (1993). The construction of national curriculum of 2013 has been developed based on the definition of curriculum on Act No. 20 of 2003 on national education system.

In this case we could see the eclectic notion of the model from the various sides, for instance the model emphasizes student outcome or competency as the central of the development process to establish the learning purposes, process and assessment, but in other hand we could also see that it also emphasizes the socio-cultural context as an important consideration to develop school’s level curriculum design (see Ministry of Education and Culture Regulation No. 23 of 2016 on national assessment standard, Ministry of Education and Culture Regulation No. 24 of 2016 on 2013 curriculum core competency and subject basic competency on primary and secondary education, Government Regulation No. 32 of
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2013 on change over the Government Regulation No. 19 of 2005 on education national standard. It means that 2013 national curriculum cannot be classified into curriculum as product only, the curriculum as praxis may be more correct because its development model also emphasize the learning purpose and process as the important factors as had been written officially on its document.

The diversity of Indonesian cultures, values, ethics, religions and regions have officially encourage the curriculum development process to accommodate a local content for local student. So it is strongly recommended that every region have their unique local content, for example in Central Java the government released officially the Javanese language as local content that must be studied by all of student in Central Java province (Palupi, 2016). Moreover, every school also directed to develop a contextual curriculum by reconsidering the school's social milieu, problems, the diversity of the student economic and social background and their personal and social potential. Thus it can be concluded that 2013 curriculum design has at least three level contexts, i.e. local, national and international content (Subkhan, 2016).

Moreover, if we look at the main idea of the 2013 national curriculum we could see that this curriculum design did not maintain the local content as a separated learning process, but treat it as a context of all the learning materials (Kasim, 2014). It means that all of the learning materials should be contextualize first before being taught to the student in order to bring the student closer with their daily problems and make the learning process more meaningful and useful for them. Therefore, to ensure the implementation of 2013 curriculum in line with the accommodative notion of the curriculum, the formulation of the learning process—which is central in 2013 curriculum design—should be based on contextual activities. In other terms, 2013 curriculum accommodate the formal, informal and collateral curriculum into one package.

Theoretically the 2013 curriculum design uses Kolb's model on developing the learning process trough observing, thinking and trying to gain a concrete learning experiences and has been equipped by Dyers' et al. (2009) finding about the important of associating and communicating activities on enhancing the student creativity. This tendency has been establish on the 2013 curriculum's document officially which is based on Act No. 20 of 2003 on national education system. We could also see the standardization orientation of the curriculum when we recognize that Indonesian education system also establish four national education standards, i.e. outcome, content, process and assessment standard.

CONCLUSION

According to the discussion above the author conclude that the 2013 Indonesian national curriculum following the notion of curriculum as praxis in which elaborating the importance of the learning process, its aims and contextual content and also its assessment to enhance the student attitude, knowledge and skills as a whole unit of curriculum. We could see the Tyler style and several contemporary curriculum development models on 2013 curriculum in which different from the old Indonesian national curriculum on 1990s era who still laid on classical idea of curriculum as product only. The 2013 curriculum accommodate a contemporary idea that learning process has an important role to gain student's competencies—more than emphasize on learning aim and content only, this curriculum design also encourage to develop a more contextual content and learning process. At least, 2013 curriculum already accommodate eclectically several curriculum development models from Tyler, Kolb, Grundy, Cornbleth and Doll.
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